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By Jim Hart 
Daily
 staff writer 
During  the past 
six weeks,  stu-
dents 















worshippers  that, yes, the win-
ter weather is not quite over. 
It sucks. Last week it was 93 
Researchers have had to go back to 1933 to find the last 
time San Jose experienced an equally dry March. 
degrees.  Now it is in the low 50s," 
said
 Mike Swendner,











During the month 
of
 March and 
the early part of April. San Jose 
along
 with the rest of the Bay area 
have 
experienced  temperatures 
markedly above normal. 
"It was 
as
 hot as hell, 




Burton,  a 
lecturer  for the 
meteorology 
de-




















































































San  Jose's rainfall average
 is 
13.70
 inches a year. To date, 
San  
Jose has
 received 8.31 inches, just
 
over 60 percent
 of normal. 
Rainfall last year at this 
same 
date 











source managers to fire fighters to 
worry
 about




 fire danger this sum-
mer. 
















Daily stall writer 
Two 
SJSU















ny's "200 Years of American Song 























The company will 
perform  in 
"seven countries in seven 
weeks,"  
beginning in June,
 said Hazel Whit-
man. a 
journalism
 student who was 
accepted
 to the 
dance
 company. 
The itinerary includes nine days at 
intensive training. orientation and 
rehearsals in Berlin. The subsequent 
four weeks will be spent performing 
in locations such as the Eiffel Tower 
in Paris and the Crystal Palace in 
London as well as other places in 
Brussels. Lucerne,  Amsterdam,
 
Innsbruck. Heidelberg and 
Munich.  
Whitman and John Testa. an 
SJSU dance major. competed 
for  50 
positions against students
 from 
across the country. Each student was 
required to send a video audition 
tape to ESA headquarters in South-
ern 
California. 
Testa is a "very diligent student,"
 
said Benjamin Reyes. an SJSU 
dance
 instructor and artistic 
director  
for the Santa Clara 
Ballet  Company. 
"He is 
very  
eager  to learn." 
Testa, 24, has 
been  dancing for 
3 1/2 years. He started with 
the Stin-
nett Jan Studio
 in Campbell and has 
danced at Evergreen
 College and 
SJSU. He will be 
performing  in 
Matthew E Durham Daily staff 
photographer  
















 College on 
Me-
morial Day weekend.  
He said 
his "all-American look 
and 
good
 stage presence" got him 
the position. 
Whitman, 29.
 started dancing in 
junior high 
school  and studied 
dance 
New bypass eases 
commuter  hassle 
Ity Mini Parkin 
Daily staff 
writer  
Commuting  is 
about to 
become  
easier in San Jose.
 Route 87 is open-
ing near Taylor 
Street  off of the 280 
Julian Street exit Friday. 
Every day, 31.000
 drivers travel 
over the Route 
87/Guadalupe  Park-
way link between Interstate
 280 and 
U.S. 101. Now,  the 
ride  will he 
much quicker. 
The cost of the I .7 -mile 
segment  
is $38 million. 
The extension 
of
 Route 87 will 
help the students 
who want access 
into the 
downtown 
area, the San 
Jose 
International 
Airport. and a more 
convenient





 will be opened in a 
ceremony 
presided  over by San Jose 
Mayor Tom McEnery at 10:30 a.m. 
Antique fire trucks will carry council 
members over the new road.
 Con-
gkssmen and city leaders




road  will he open to the pub-
lic io time for the evening commute. 
The freeway is a result of a two -
and -a -half year contract with Raisch 
Construction Company 
who  were 
able to build the extension
 on time 
and within budget. 
Most of the funding for the project 
was provided by the San Jose Rede-
velopment Agency who contributed 
$33.9
 






















 completely join 
101 and 280









doing  a 
30 -month
 environmental







 can speculate 




























 said they 
would  be looking 
into 
fuming  options 


























said  the "line
 that my 
height 
(6 feet)
 can create on 




tors  in her
 selection. 
"The  tour 
provides  an 
exciting 
opportunity  





culture  with 











Daily staff writer 
Bay  area kids and SJSU students 
will
 team up this weekend to fight 
polio in third world countries, but 








The Rotaract Club, a new campus
 
community service organization, 
will team its members with children 





day in the Student 
Union howling 
alley. The teams
 will bowl two
 
games 
each for sponsorship money
 
and all 
proceeds  will be given to a 





 said Rotaract member Ken 
Westenskow,  and its 
goal  is to vacci-
nate everyone
 in the world against 
the crippling 
disease by 1994. Ef-
forts focus on third world countries. 
where they hope to offer the vaccina-
tion shots for no charge. 
Rotoract 
members  are looking for-
ward to 
joining  the 
kids this week-
end. 
"I think it will 
be
 great." said Ro-
toract Treasurer Sarah 
Morrison.  











Westenskow  called the 
howl -a -
















































































Out of 31 
competitors  at the 
Human Powered 
Vehicle (HPV) 
Race this weekend 
at Sacramento 








was  the Sixth Annual 
HPV 
Race
 sponsored by the American So-
ciety
 of Mechanical Engineering. 
This year. SJSU participated in its 
fourth 
competition,  which included a 
men's 20
-mile  road race, a women's 
10 -mile road 
race,  a sprint race to 
demonstrate speed,
 a report and an 
oral  presentation. 
Students
 and faculty involved 
with 
the designing and building of 
"To 
Rude" (dedicated to last year's 
"Mr. Rude") expected to place even 
higher than 
fifth,
 because of past 
achievements and the unique design 
of SJSU's bicycle. But a  
number  of 
















































The  race 




























Yoshida.  a senior












 time Mark 
ever rode a 
















See BIKE, hack 
page 








 graduating seniors may 
be 








mencement addresses in 
the near fu-
ture: 
The Granola Factory is 
offering 
you a job in 
its marketing depart-
ment. It's a 
good opportunity but 
since the 
company
 is small,  the start-
ing salalry is $18.000
 annually. The 
company is considered
 environmen-
tally responsible because of the 





On the same day, Valley Chemi-
cal Company is offering you a 
simi-
lar job. but the starting 
salary is 
$30,000. This company 
has  been ac-
cused of 
dumping
 toxic waste into 
areas that could






How would you make the
 decision 
about which job 
to take? Is the pri-
mary 
deciding issue











the question being 
posed  to 
the 
graduating seniors at Humboldt 
State 
University.  Since last year. 
se-
niors have had the 
option  of 
signing  
a 
statement  that promises they 
will 
consider  the social and 
environmen-
tal impact of their prospective
 job 
and
 employer before taking a job. 
The 
statement
 is called "The Vol-










Students  Board of Direc-
tors.  
A.S.  President 
Michael  McLen-
nan kris the statement is a positive 
move. 
"Signing
 a resolution like this is 
just  a step to get individuals thinking 













 students $150 
By Katarina Jonholt 
Daily staff 
writer  




















tensive remodeling and will he 
closed all summer, said
 Charles 
Black, manager of Spartan Shops 
Food Services. 
When it opens in the fall. "it 
will be unrecognizable" with 
black and white an -deco design 
and checkered floors. Black said. 
The company will advertise for 
"authentic cooks." he said, mean-
ing someone 
who  has had experi-
ence preparing Mexican and 
Oriental
 cuisine. 
A contest has been announced to 





 with the 
"catchiest,  most original and crea-
tive" name for each section will be 
awarded $150. Black said. 
There 
will
 also be prizes for the 
first runners-up.
 Others who turn 
in clever suggestions may receive 
free ice cream or deli sandwiches. 
Entries must be submitted to the 
food service office behind the grill 
in the 
cafeteria




 he judged by a 
panel consisting of two 
Spartan  
Shops 
representatives.  one 
from  
the Associated
 Students and one 
student. The 
results
 will be an-
nounced a 
week  later. 
The remodeling 
project will cost 
at least $250.0(X) 
and will be fi-
nanced by the 
fixxf  service. 
"The university. isn't 
going 
to 





 a non-profit  
corporation.
 
Any profits that we do make go 
back into the university in any way 















 area as 
well.  
The Mexican lOod station will 
be in the corner where hot entrees 
are currently sold. A wall will be 
removed
 and the Union Deli 
will 
move into 
the back room 
to give 
room for the 
Oriental  food 
station.  





 will move into 
the general




fountain  will he left 
See 
CONTEST.  






























This avante-garde music 
group was created last sum-
mer "somewhere 
on the road between King City and At-
ascadeni." 
according  to 
hand  members 
Eric  Gauen and 
Larry Wendt. 
Gatzert. an SJSU
 graduate student, 
got together with 
Wendt,  a technician
 with the music 
department,  through 
his
 part-time technical work 





sound  is an effort to "ex-
plore new sound
 sources," Wendt said. These 
sources 
range from small hand tools,







 that a 











 and, according to 
guest  performer
 and SJSU music 
instructor Allen Strange. "the sound
 of dying frogs.'' 
All the 
sounds
 produced are then run through 
elec-
troacoustic instruments that can 
distort industrial sounds 
into melody or melodic 
voices  into something 
Mephisto-
phelean 
In addition to the sounds,  the hand uses visual aids to 
"give people 






 subtle acting, slides and various props 




























 of its European
 style. 
"Our 
sound is industrial  metallic and 
repetitive  
mechanical sounds," Wendt said.
 "There are guidelines 
we follow (when we 
play).
 but it's experimental. too." 
"We're curious 
what
 it will sound like.- Gatzert 
said.  

















 for the University 
and the University 
Community 












Rec  Center 
W
c !eel that 
SJSU students 
are getting a 
raw 
deal  by being 




what  the 
money
 is being used 
for. Now the 
students'  one 
source, the 
media.  may have




Union  Director 
Ron Bar-
rett 
called  the Daily 
to cancel an 
interview  on 
the  Rec 
Center.


















 of the 
Rec 
Center.  


















 the press 
when  the 
Rec 
Center  may be 
















Center  than 
to 




 to know 
immediately
 
how  much 
the Rec 
Center  is going







 to a 
fee in-
crease











 the Rec 
Center, 
and  all 
the 
secrets

































 time to 


























 and still 
ve-
hemently 






































































 fees  
in order
























 the cost 
over-














 of the 




Tuesday  may 
prove to 
have been 















This week's crackdown on the 
press by government authorities in 
Liberia shows how ultra -sensitive 
the administration is in dealing with 
critical reporting about its conduct. 
This signifies the absence of a free 
press and free speech in Liberia be-
cause it 
is
 the government 
that  mea-
sures what is fair game for journal-
ists. 
On April 6, the government re-
sumed its crusade against the inde-
pendent press by first banning the 
SunTimes newspaper and detaining 
one  of its reporters in a military 
camp for linking a 
government  offi-
cial to a corruption scandal at the 
special
 anti-terrorist unit. 
This went down bard with
 the 
press union of Liberia, which was 
contemplating an audience with the 
president, Samuel Doe, 
or
 a legal ac-
tion against the government
 for jail-
ing a member 
without
 trial when a 
second major newspaper. Footprints 
Today. was shut down by the gov-
ernment. All five top editors, includ-
ing Sackor Sirleaf, the publisher of 
the 
paper,
 and Isaac Bantu, a BBC 
correspondent in Liberia, have 
been 
detained at the post stockade, an-
other military detention camp in 
Monrovia. 
The 
government  closed Footprints 
Today for publishing a letter in the 
reader's forum. "Strange things are 
happening," in which the author 
raised concerns about increasing ten-
sion in the country due to: an at-
tempted coup last month: a wave of 
mass arrests and detentions: secret 
executions and a crackdown on the 
Liberian press for exposing corrup-
tion in high places. 
The government has alleged that 
the letter was written by the editor of 
the paper under an assumed name. 





six journalists and the closing of the 
two independent 










to advertise in 
any private newspaper. 
In 




 aimed at 
chok-
ing














times  in seven
 years. has 
declared 
a week of 
mourning  and 
a 
news 
blackout  for 




Other  minor 
papers 
have 























authorities  would 
judi-
ciously
 submit today as 
a "free 
press." would be 
ruthlessly  taken 
away tomorrow as 
abuse of that free-
dom. Their 
promise  to uphold 
the
 
freedom of the press
 led to the emer-
gence






 appeal to the 
press to expose 
rampant corruption
 
in both high 
and  low places 
was 
taken
 to heart by 
journalists  and 
soon  
opened a floodgate 
of exposed cor-
ruption nurtured
 by government offi-
cials.
 
The  press 
soon
 put the 
ball
 back in 
Doe's
 court, 
but  he 
struck































































rulers  into 'civil-
ian' leaders after a rigged election, 
calls for 




curtailment  by any 
governmenOttifficial. It also 
calls  fin 
the due process of law in taking a re-
dress.




civilian  in a military camp. 
But who interprets
 the constitution? 
Liberia is supposed to be tasting 
the 
fruits of a democracy she copied 
from 
her foster -parent: 
America.  But 
the fruit tastes bitter and has thus de-
cided 
to uproot its foundations by 
scraping freedom of the press
 and of 
speech
 from national 
vocabulary  and 
later, presumably. from the constitu-
tion.
 
That  is the 
motive  behind 
the 
crackdown










































 for national 
stability,  progress 
and 
happiness  in Liberia. 





 investment  
climate


















apathy  in the 
Spartan Daily
 





















here  are 




























 most is 
that






 to causes 






















































race.  On 









































































 did a memo,
 letter or 
piece of 
correspondence
 leave my 
office with 
a 











































 three times 
as 
Dr. 
Aberly.  What 
level  of education
 
does 
the  staff of the 
Daily  have to 
achieve 
before  common 
sense  and 





 pick up the
 phone and 
call 
administration,  the 














 years to 
SJSU  
the
 least the 
Daily can








































































































































with  the 
windows  
















































 as to 
have
 this 
going  on 
during  class 
sessions?  . 
Was there a 
conscious 
decision  made
 that such 
activities
 would 










Could it all 







Maybe.  And 
maybe the 







 upon a 
time, in the land
 of SJSU. there 
vs
 as an evil
 queen, who ruled an 
unhappy  
race of people 
called students. 
The  queen, 
whose
 name was 
Gail -baby, sat in 
her 
gilded  tower. 




 she told her 
magic  mirror. 
"I don't want to 






 need an 
unlisted number." 








mirror  considered. "How about
 we give 
these students
 a new phone system so 
they'll have 
to figure out how to dial the new numbers before 
they can start calling you again." 
"Check
 it out, you could even make
 the new 
phones not work so you'll have peace and quiet for 
that much longer," said the malevolent
 mirror. 
"Wait, this is great." Gail -baby cackled,
 "we 
,iin cut off the old numbers right in the
 middle of 
the 
semester, screw up everything, 
and really drive 
them nuts." And thus was born the new 
phone  
sys-
tem. with-tele-mail. machines trying 
to sound like 
humans and all the 
really  high-tech gismo's so 
dear  
to a 
techno-junkie's  heart. 
The poor 
students
 and faculty 
learned to take 
even 
this disruption 
in stride in 
their  quest to 
give
 
and receive a 
quality 









"we'll  make 
it 
too  expensive 
to conic here,




spaces."  Even 
this could 





 so eager 
were they to 






 now, what now," she moaned as she 
wrung her hands and paced 
about her rooms. The 
mirror thought and 
thought. "Gail -baby, let's pour 
boiling oil on 
them.'' the mirror said. 
"Yeah, and we can start right down there at 
Morris 
Dailey  where those little monsters bother 
me the 
most."  she chuckled. 
Thus, the third great plague was visited on the 
poor inhabitants of SJSU-land. And on the roofs of 
many of the halls and buildings there came the  
dreaded sound of workers, and the students quailed 
in fear. The workers bubbled the evil brew,  adding 
pebbles  and other horrible ingredients, and finally  















 suffered headaches and nausea: 
Through
 the 




wails  of 
her 
subjects
 gradually died 
away. The students began 
to look forward to their 
annual 
escape.
 called summer 




 to try for jobs. and other 
ways to raise the 
money,
 so they would be per-
mitted to 
return, and





 somewhere there is a 









 students will 
be effected, but 
not at SJSU. 
This
 








 very good at 
that either. 
What's next, close
 San Carlos 
Street
 
while  at ; 
the same
 time 















Forum  page : 
editor.
 He was 
caught  napping
 last Friday
 so  









 its usual Nionda
 









would like to 
hear Iron) 





 criticisms and 
sugges:  
lions 
are  encouraged. 












ever personal attacks and 
letters
 in poor 
taste 
wilj 
not be published. 
. 








major,  phone 








 on the 
second 
floor 

























byline  and 
























































Ron  Sconyers, chief
 
public  affairs officer for 
the U.S. Southern 




 no apparent 
injuries
 on either 




incident of its kind in two 
days  at the 
tank




The firelight took place 
at the Arriajan Tank 
Farm, an 800 -acre
 depot where a 





 what U.S. 
officials 
called a suspected
 break-in by 




A Defense Department 
spokesman  in Washington 
said the victim 
appeared to have
 been shot acciden-
tally
 by fellow 
Marine
 guards, but 
suggested  the inci-
dent
 was sparked by 












 Tuesday night 
rejected the 
Pentagon spokesman's 
statements  as "to-
tally false and stupid" 






Sconyers said a  12 -man 
Marine  patrol "reported 
receiving fire" 
at
 about 7:35 p.m. EDT
 Tuesday 
"from a location 
where  they had observed an esti-
mated  40 to 50 unauthorized 
personnel."
 
"The Marines returned the 
fire. Sporadic firing 
continued for
 about two hours," Sconyers 
said.  
Sconyers 
said  the Marine patrol summoned re-
inforcements,  who engaged
 the intruders in small 
arms fire 










the area with 













to identify them 


























continue  aiding the
 Afghan re-
bels
 while the 
Soviet  Union 
supplies  weapons





negotiated  what 
we










America."  "That is 
to say if they 
continue 
their aid to the 
puppet  government,
 we will 
continue  our aid
 to the freedom
 fighters." 





of State George 
Shultz will sign 
in  Geneva on 
Thursday.  the 
Kremlin
 will begin 









rebels  have rejected 




fighting.  Under 
a compromise 
with 
Moscow,  the United
 States will 
continue  sending 
weapons to 
the rebels, 
while  the Kremlin
 continues 










 missiles, to 
the  rebels, has 




according  to the 
agreement.  
Carlucci, 
asked if there 
would be a 
problem  in 
funneling  aid to the







 agreement is 
that
 their will be 
positive  sym-
metry, and 





 we will be 
able
 to continue our 
aid. We will be 
able to 

















aware  until 





















 Editors, also branded
 a 
new 
book  by Speakes, in which 
he 
describes the practice, a "kiss
-and -
tell"  volume of " fict ion 
. " 
His remarks conflicted
 with a 




 Tuesday, that after 
fabricat-
ing 
the quotations he told the presi-
dent that he had done so. 
The president was 




of the Christian Science Monitor, 
whether he approved, of what 
Speakes says he did. 
, . 
"I was not
 aware of that and just 
learned of it 
recently
 as all of the rest 
of you did, and I 
can tell you right 
now that I have no 
affection  for these 
kiss -and -tell 
books that are being 




made an oblique ref-
erence to the Speakes
 controversy in 
a speech to 
the  editors before he an-
swered  questions.  




 he had made. Reagan 
said, "That's 
one  of the nice things 
about this job. 
You  get to quote 
yourself 
shamelessly,
 and if you 
don't. Larry
 Speakes will." 
Earlier, former
 presidential press 
secretaries said
 they were astonished 
by Speakes  revelation







he 'wondered why 










 vehicles were 
sto-
len in California 
during 1987. 11 





Volkswagen bugs and Datsun 210 
sedans 
as their favorites. 




Tuesday  that 
the
 231.452 sto-
len vehicles  
about  one out of 
every 99 vehicles 
registered in the 













County.  with 35.5 
percent
 more than 
















than the year 
before. Au-
tomobile 










































 for all 
vehicles  













cars, in order, 





Volkswagen  hug. 
Datsun 










San  Jose State 
University 
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 -- La% - 
yers for Oliver L. 




they won't be ready
 for 
trial 
until  March 1989, 
after  Presi-
dent 
Reagan  leaves 
office.  
In the first pre-trial











rence  E. Walsh. who 
said he would 
be prepared
 for trial 
this  July. 
The dispute Tuesday
 left the mat-
ter to U.S. District
 Judge Gerhard A. 
Gesell, who
 demanded a tight
 pre-
trial schedule,












lied  and 
made available 
to



























 detailed in the 
23 -count 
indictment. 
Gone was the 
drama  of the March 
24 arraignment.
 when former Na-
tional 











Gen.  Richard V. Secord.
 
and his 
business  partner, Albert 
Hakim, 
pleaded












Finance  Plan 
for 
Graduating  Seniors 
 on eligible
 vehicles 








JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT 
MOBILIZATION  AGAINST AIDS 
PRESENTS  
PREMIERE 





BY MICHAEL KEARNS; 
PRODUCED  BY JIM WALTERS; 
WRITTEN BY REBECCA 
RANSON;
 ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
RUSTY  KR ANSK 
PRODUCTION 
ASSISTANT  KEITH PERRAULT
 
LIGHTING AND
 A/V CONSULTANT JAN 
LOPEZ 





SWEENY HALL 100 
(CORNER
 OF 7TH STREET




21, 1988 8 PM $15.00 
BENEFIT  PERFORMANCE FOR 
STUDENT
 MOBILIZATION AGAINST
 AIDES, TRI-LINGUAL AIDS 
EDUCATION  
PROJECT; STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY
 COMMITTEE - PEER AIDS 
EDUCATION
 PROGRAM; MINORITY AIDS 
PROJECT  OF SANTA CLARA 
COUNTY. AFTER PERFORMANCE
 RECEPTION AND 
CONVERSATION  WITH 
DIRECTOR  AND 
ACTORS. 
APRIL 22, 23 
& 24, 1988 8PM 
MOO 
APRIL
 24, 1988 4PM 
$4.00 
April  21 & 23 - Performances 
also
 done in American Sign Language
 
SAN 






 BASKETBALL GAME 
Saturday,
 April 16, 1988 - 2:00 pm 
Santa  





































DON'T MISS THE ACTION!!! 
for more 




 ol the 
secret 
U.S.













as a broad criminal  con-
spiracy. 
A federal grand




then trying to 




North,  Secord and 
Hakim  
were accused
 of personally enriching
 
themselves
 from the Iran -Contra 
af-
fair. 
The next step in the case is an 
















congressional  immunity 
to testify 









testimony of North. Poindexter
 and 








Beckler told Gesell. "I don't really 
see a trial actually starting before 




































lisir  ..(0, 
Studio Lounger 
Tine 
frame 6'  cotton futon 
easily converts from a couch, 
to a lounger, to a bed. 
 916 S. Bascom
 Ave.  San Jose 
ocks south of Hwy. 280) 
Elegant Lace

















 and Stinky 
5353 Almaden Exp. 05, San Jose, 95118 
17450
 Monterey Rd., Morgan 
HiN, 95037 
10 96 'Discount 
on aff 
dresses 
Please present your 
SYS, 
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New  Zealand 
is going to get you hooked on 
"71efrif,f4Refiww,fakisfter
 
When you purchase the worlds 
 
toughest rugby iersey. we will 
















































By Richard Nlotroni 
Daily staff 
writer  
Rock 'n  roll has been 
suffering a 
major dilemma












 or political statement
 and when 
to just have fun. 
For more 
than 20 years 
Elvin 
Bishop 




















































 when he and his 
band per-
formed  at The 
Odyssey  Room in 
Sunnyvale (located
 on 799 E. El 
Camino Real) and 
damned if he 
didn't succeed 




one  must he reminded that 
Bishop is no longer a spring chicken
 
like
 he was on the great 
"Raisin'  
Hell" live album of 
1977. This is a 
man well 
over
 30, whose sign of a 
few wrinkles show the 
wear  and tear 
of life on the road. 
Yet, if the  reader gets any idea 
that this is a review of a man who 
lost his spark long ago, let this re-


































































































































years  he 
spent  
with 





cago has paid 
off. Yet, what 
makes 
Bishop's 
guitar  solo even 
more fas-
cinating
 is the incredible 
intensity  he 
puts 
into them. Sweat
 pouring, face 
grimacing 









Another strength Bishop has had 
throughout the years is the ability to 
have a fine hand
 to perform with. 
Even 
though
 the names have 
changed 
the  band has gotten 
stronger  
and tighter.
 In fact, there's a good 
argument that Bishop's
 newest 
group is the tightest
























Ray  who 
looked




Still, the main 
man on the stage 






 With a 
face
 that 



















 the Odyssey Room 
into
 his kind of club: regular plaint
 
folk 
dancing, beer- chugging, feet -
tapping,
 people cheering and 
having
 
a great time. This was good or 
fun -




every song that was performed.  
Bishop kept




ing. Looking at this 
guy one can't 
help  but smile as 
well.  He was hav-
ing a great time, so 
why  can't we? 
The night's 
best  number was the 
classic, "Travelin'
 Shoes." where 
Bishop performed
 his finest guitar 
solo. This confirmed 
once and for all 
that rock 
music  will always be a 
source 
of
 joy for him as long as their 
is a crowd willing to listen. 
Perhaps,  the music scene today 
needs 
more  characters like 
Elvin
 
Bishop. God knows with all of the 
boring, faceless, so-called "modem 
music" bands that lack any joy 
whatsoever, we could use a guy who 
has a sense of humor
 and likes to 











 Re Long 






 Dance Theatre produc-




 from soft and




appeal of "Dance Dance" 
will be 
limited.  
Described  during the 
intermission  
as "weird" by many 
in the audi-
ence, the dances
 are too long and ap-





The production started 
off  with a 
horrible song 
and dance routine 
called "Buddy 
Beware."  




sailor shirts and caps used chairs
 as 
their
 dance partners. 
Although they were 
supposed
 to 
dance and move in 
unison, they did 
not.
 Legs kicked to 
various heights, 
turns were completed
 at different 
times, and




Synchronization  continued  to be a 
problem throughout the 
production.  
After "Buddy Beware," the cur-
tain came down,  and stayed down 
for almost five minutes. These 
breaks continued 
to get shorter 
throughout the show (the 
production  
was divided into six separate dances)
 




The next dance. "My Mother My-
self (1978)." 









 the sound system,
 four 
female dancers








At first the 








rest of the 



















Time  to 



























































































being repetitious. Also, 
the 
message  of the 
dance, and there
 
seemed to be one, 
was unclear. 
More of an 
explanation  was 
needed. 
After 
the I5 -minute intermission, 
"One of Many" 
began. This dance
 
was  soft and 
smooth.
 What was 
bet-
ter, unlike 
the other dances 
that ran 
15 to 20 
minutes, this one 
was only 
seven minutes long. 
"One 
of
 Many" was more en-
joyable overall 
because  it had more 
structure, more 
style.  It looked like a 
dance. 
This can't be said for
 "Tracks." 
"Tracks" was a story 
about  two 
brothers  who 
have  a 
disagreement:
 
go through a 









and move in unison,
 
they did not. Legs 
kicked to 
various 
heights,  turns were 
completed  at 







dance,  which was more per-
formance art than dancing, began 
with the two men arranging 
lumber
 
on the stage. Later, when the fight 
was developing,
 they dropped the 
two-by-fours  to show 
their  anger. 
The noise was unbearable! 
Some talking
 and a little harmon-
ica playing (by one
 of the brothers), 
and a short sound track of noises ac-
companied the performance. 
The men.
 David Miller, 
(a SJSU 
graduate) and
 Karl Schaffer, were 
guest dancers for the 
performance. 
Their presence didn't add 
anything  
to the production and, if anything,
 
further slowed the pace of the show. 
The
 last dance. "Traces." ended 
the production on a soft note similar 
to "One in Many." By that time 
however, I was too tired to enjoy it. 
"Dance Dance" runs April 13-16 
at K p.m. in the University Theater. 
Tickets are available the 







Box Office at 924-4555. 
Matthew E Durham  
Daily staff photographer 
Elvin Bishop at The 
Odyssey  Room, rocks his guitar 
for special















 readers another overblown intro-
duction,  here are 

















 cars and trucks 
that 
everyone  has seen 
on television running 
over 
little meek 
cars will have a 
show  at 8 p.m 
Satur-
day and 2 




 the show are three mighty 
truck
-pulling competitions




 two -wheel -drive 





event will be a car
-crushing  contest 
between  the Virginia 
Beach Beast, a 
/2.000
-
pound  tank against 











vance,  $14 the day 
of the show for 
adults.  $b in 
advance,
 $7 the day 










 all Bass outlets
 or 
at the Spartan Stadium 




One of Spartan Pub's most 
popular groups 
Knock 




night will have 
The Kingpins, a hand 
which  re, 






the Browns as the 



































































































move down south to Sunnyvale and 
The Odyssey Room located at 799 E. El Camino. 
One of the Bay Area's greats. The Greg Kihn 




might  be his 
best  
Promising new 
artist promotes record 
will 
arrive  in Berkeley with The Kinks 
By Douglas Alger 
Daily staff writer 
"Notes From
 The Lost Civiliza-
tion"
 is the latest vinyl product from 
Tonio K., and brings 
with
 it a collec-
tion of simple songs and sophisti-
cated lyrics. 
Coming from an artist previously 
known for such apparently superflu-
ous works
 as "Mars Needs 
Women." "I Handle Snakes" and 
"H -A -T -R -E -D," this 
new album 
proves to be a pleasant surprise for 
first-time listeners. 
Consider "Children's Crusade." 
°ft is lyrically typical of the album's 
ten tracks, all of which Tonio
 K. at 
least shares songwriting credits on: 





was  someone's only son  
They were 
raised up in a
 country
 
Where anything could be done 




from the past 
Then 
set  free with no 
direction
 
In a world that was changing so 
fast 
More often than not. Tonio K. 
sounds like 
Bruce  Springsteen if 
"The Boss" had taken voice les-
sons. (You
 can actually hear and 
un-
derstand his lyrics  
What a con-
cept. . . 
Without  Love" 








relative  importance of 
love in the 
world."  
On 
the heels of its 
release
 will he 
an upcoming
 video and impending
 
tour. Knowing 
Tonio  K.. they will 
be a little surreal, and a lot enjoy-
able. 
The artist has 
assembled  an im-
pressive 




Booker  T. 
Jones. 
Charlie





 K. fans need not be 
too worried; 
his personal sense 
of 
humor (or 
would  that be sense of 
life?) remains intact.
 "What Women 
Want" reaches back




 covering such 
topics




the  album's 













". . . 
An exercise 
in














 present a 
single 
message,
 but it is 
obviously  more 
than a 
mere




 to figure out
 what 
makes the artist
 tick, lry not to 
be too 
influenced





 and just 














 then you 














hand  The 














$18.50,  it 
should  
he 















Monday  night. 
Tickets  are $6. 
Call 245-4448





 to home, to 




































































































































































Tonio  K. thinks
















Disnev  's 
popular
  .1 us and
 the










By Laura M. Lukas 
.paily 
staff  writer 
6 -rated
 movies aren't 
just for kids 
when Disney
 studios 
does  them. 
:There has
 always been 
something 
;Special 
about  Disney 
animated  fea-
 lures: 
the  drama, the 
characters,  the 
music, 




 the quality 
of Disney
 animation since 
the mas-
sive 




 the early 1970s.
 "The 
Fox and the 
Hound," which was 
an-
imated for the 
most
 part by the new 
animation artists
 trained by the 
Dis-
ney  veterans, 
defies  any such
 dis-
counts. 
"The Fox and the 
Hound"  is an 
endearing
 tale of friendship 
and loy-
alty. A young
 fox is orphaned
 by its 
; mother 
and adopted, with 
the help of 
the local
 birds, by the grandmotherly
 










 brings home 
a hunting pup. 
Tod
 and Copper, the
 fox and the 
hound,
 respectively, 
become  fast 
friends. 
They play together





It's not until Copper 
goes  away to 
learn  the skills of a hunting 
dog that 
Tod learns
 that his friend is 
actually  
his enemy.









But all is not lost when 
Big  Mama 





 is deposited in a distant
 
game preserve 
by a sorrowful 
Widow  Tweed, by 
introducing him 







 and it's 
love at first sight. 
Trouble ensues when 
hunter  
Amos Slade. along 
with Copper 
(Kurt Russell), break
 into the game 
preserve in search 
of
 Tod. A long 
and rather violent 
chase  scene, in-
volving 
hunting
 traps, shotguns, and 
an
 uncommonly large bear, results. 
Though the chase 
scenes  may be a 
bit violent for some 
children,  this is 
where the best 






 creation of the best and 
most realistic animation in the an-
imated  feature industry. 
Disney still uses the herculean 
task of 
handmaking  movies,  which 
means drawing it out 
frame by frame 
instead of using new labor-saving 
techniques. "The 
Fox and the 
Hound" required 360.000 drawings
 
and four years of work before its 
completion in 1981. 
"The Fox




















But to the average viewer,  even a 
college student, "The Fox and the
 
Hound" 
is a not -to -be -missed Dis-
ney classic. It has the magic that 
draws the audience
 into the story just 
like "Sleeping
 Beauty" or "Cinder-
ella." 
and  might even bring a tear to 
the eye. In fact, 
adult sniffles were 
audible in the 
audience  when Widow 
Tweed left 
Tod  in the game pre-
serve. 
Disney's adaptation of Daniel P. 
Mannix's 
book. "The Fox and the 
Hound," addresses issues of 
friendship and loyalty in their purest 
form. So pure, they are hound to 
soften 
even the hardest of hearts. 
Book 
focuses 
on odd 'facts' 
By Vic Vogler 
Daily staff 
writer  
George  Ripley believed that
 truth 
is stranger than fiction. 




have  fascinated read-
ers with odd
 and unusual facts, and 
even 
inspired  a short-lived television 
show. 
"Moses May Have Been an 
Apache! 
And  Other Actual Facts" 
(The Main
 Street Press, $6.95) may 
not make it to television, but it does 
manage to twist Ripley's axiom. If 
fiction isn't stranger than truth, then 
at least it can be funnier. 
Written and illustrated by Cully 
Abrell and John Thompson, the 
book parodies Ripley with a Zippy -
the -Pinhead style of humor. Irreve-
rent and offbeat, the "actual facts" 
never
 pretend to 
be 
actual.  
For example, we learn that "The 
ordinary sock did not catch on until 
the second one was invented some 
800 years later." We're also told 
that "Many scientists believe that 
granulated sugar is alive and can feel 
pain." 
"Actual Facts" tries to package 
the items into 
practical  categories. 




scroll  to survive the 
fire in the library at Alexandria was 
devoted to the theory of mascara." It 
also  debunks the myth that 
"Calvin  








''While it is 





 it is 
equally  
true 
that there is 
no time 

















For example, the 
hook




word 'straw' is 
originally  from 
a Latin word meaning
 'Betty.' "and 
"Human






book's  true gems make 
it 
worth  buying. Each 
of
 us should 
know 




 and that 
"Vatican  officials are still at 
a loss 
to explain how
 the famed Shroud of 
Turin could
 have been sent to a One 
hour Martinizing." 
Guitar  























have been solo performers for
 many 
years are very reluctant to suddenly 
share the bill with another artist. 
The tour will be making a stop to-
morrow  at 8 p.m. at the San Jose 
Center for the Performing 
Arts (on 
255 Almaden
 Blvd.) The Spartan 
Daily recently interviewed Kottke to 
ask him how the performances are 
going 
so far. 
With the tour making a stop to-
morrow
 at 8 p.m. at the San Jose 
Center for the Performing Arts (on 
255 Almaden Blvd.), the Spartan 
Daily 
recently
 interviewed Kottke to 
ask him how the 
performances
 are 
going so far. 
Beyond expectation." Kottke 




association  with 
Hedges began 
three years ago, has 
been most impressed 
with his part-
ner's performance. 
"Mike has great composure and 
confidence on stage. One can see his 
confidence when he plays." Kottke 
said. 
Asked whether there is 
a musical 
difference between the 
two guitar-
ists. Kottke says that there 
is
 one in 
their compositional style. 
"Mike is educated while I'm ba-
sically self-taught," he 
said. 
Hedges went to Peabody 
Conser-
vatory in Baltimore 
where he earned 
a degree in composition 
while study-
ing classical guitar
 and electronic 
music. 
"Even  with the difference
 we are 
very competitive on stage, which is 
healthy. When performing you can't 
coast 
or succumb to the urge of sit-
ting back and just playing. You must 
demand yourself to perform better, 
so it's a great
 challenge." 
Most solo performers
 will say the 
reason 
why  they prefer to perform on 
the stage by 
themselves  is that they 
don't feel comfortable with other 
musicians. Yet, Kottke says 
that is 
not true with him. 
"The reason why I haven't per-
formed with others is not because I 
try to avoid them." he said. "It's 
simply that I rarely have the time." 
For nearly 20 years, the 42 year -
old Georgia -born man has impressed 
critics and the public with his unique 
mastery of finger -playing the 
six -and 
12 -string acoustic guitar. 
Although Kottke's first 
album 
"Circle 
Round the Sun" 
(Sympo-
sium Records, 1969) sold nearly half 
a million copies, unheard of for a 
solo acoustic guitarist, it would be 
with his records with Capital that he 
would earn recongition. 
Records like  'Greenhouse."
 "Ice 
ENTERTAINMENT  
Guitarist Leo Kottke will play tomorrow night w ith Michael 
Hedges at San Jose Center for Performing %rt. 
Water." "Dreams and All That 
Stuff" and "My Feet Are Smiling" 
established Kottke as an original gui-
tarist with an unique style of blend-
ing traditional folk and laid -black 
blue grass music. Quick, complex, 
humorous, beautiful and pleasant to 






When asked which albums are his 
favorite.  Kottke cautiously points 




 think there is 























wouldn't  say 
that
 it was my 
best."  
Even though Kottke said that his 
live album "My Feet Are 
Smiling"  
(released in 1973) 
was  typical of his 
performances in 
those days. he 
doesn't 
take
 that same approach to 
his shows anymore. 
The main 
reason stems from a 
scary incident that occurred during a 
Denver performance in 1978. 
Kottke, who in the past had a tendon 
problem in his right arm, felt it sud-
denly freeze during the show.
 He 
tried to keep on playing, but the arm 
went completely stiff. 
Kottke blames the incident from 
 Hot DJ Dancing! 
 No 
Cover!  











































hard  with linger
 picks. 
Ever 
since then, he has
 decided to 
throw 
away the picks in 
order  to play 
with strictly bare fingers. 
"Once I reclaimed
 my arm. 
(hare  
fingers)
 was the only way 
to go," 
Kottke said.
 "Actually.. it turned 
out  
to be 
a blessing in disguise.
 Doing 
hare lingers is 
much more fun. You 
get a better
 feeling of the strings and 




 Kottke strongly 
believes in 
communication  with  the 
auidence 
because,  he said, 
"Music  
is the vehicle; 
communication  is the 
payoff." 
While  critics characterize
 Kottke 
as a 




 not a traditionalist,  because
 
a traditionalist 
excludes all other 
forms of music and I write too 
many 
different things,
 he said. "I con-
tinue to learn new stuff, which is 
why my lastest album 'Regards 
From 
Chuck  Pink' has 
synthesizers  
in it.  
As far as what will happen at Fri-
day's show with Michael Hedges. 
Kottke says that there will he two , 
solo 
sets  and a duet. Who 
goes 
on 
first is usually determined by the flip 
of a 
coin.  He urges people to go. be-
cause the show is a "knockout,
 es-
pecially if you like guitar music." 
Kottke says that future plans in-
clude a 
PBS special with Hedges and 
a tour of Australia. 
"I've
 been very delighted with the 
way my career has gone. I kind of 
regret that I could never say no. hut 
that is a puny complaint." he said. 
"Besides. I'm 
always  hoping for a 
new tune." 
Leo
 Kottke and Michael Hedges 
will he 
at
 the San Jose 
Center





is 8:30 p.m. Advance 
tickets are 
$14.50




are $15.50  and 
$13.50.
 
Tickets are avilable at 
Bass outlets. 
For 
anyone who loves 
to watch 
two great guitarists on stage. this 
show is highly 
recommended 
THURSDAY
 NIGHT IS 
SHORTS, 






Located on the corner 
of Market 
& San 
































Midterm Madness Presents 
21er-1





















































After splitting a double-header at 
San Diego State on Sunday. the 
SJSU 
softball  team is looking for re-
venge. 
Tonight the Spartans 
will host 
the 
A/tecs in a double-header at 
PAL.
 




have let them 
win
 




want  to win both 





tainly  could 
have  beat them 
there 











 two to Cal State Fullerton. 
4-1 and I - I. on Saturday before the 
split with San Diego, dropping 
the 







the  locals 
split 
against Long  
Beach  State.
 ranked 
14th in the 
nation  and 
second  in the 
PCAA. losing
 the first 2-1
 and win-














 is hoping the 
team
 
will double its total 
conference  wins 
front last year. which was 
five. 
 
'We  went cold 




in the first 
game,  hut I 
doubt that 
will  happen 
this
 time. At 
least it better
 not," 
Strahan  said. 
"Our defense








 in the 
league."  
After 


















 ended its 
regular season play in celebration 
at the Santa Barbara Rugby Tour-











"They came together as a team 
and improved in cohesion and 
unity over the two days at the 
conference:. said coach Ron Mc -
Beath. "A 





left the team 
played the 
five
 games with a 
'can't -he -beat' attitude. 
"We clicked together." club 
president Andrew Lamont said. 










































"There were two games
 ( we 





















on the cake. 
"To win the 
Santa Barbara 
Tournament is a goal for all 
'teams. 
he said. 
T.J. Vratis.  









 and the for-





Frail.' sentiment+, adding that 
Mike Hutcherson and Bill Klump 
desene special recognition. Hut-
cherson
 and K lump played Spar-
tan football last fall, and accord-
ing to Lamont. show great 









McBeath  said,  
hut  
the Most 













 a hold 
of 
the 



















 got the 
entire 
crowd  on its 
feet singing 
in cele-





















said.  "(The 









 went down to play
 their 
best and proved to he a very capa-
ble group as a team." 
McBeath 
said






Alun Wynne,  
who




and  unity." 
With a tournament
 win under 







The club has been invited to 
paricipate in the non
-collegiate
 
Monterey Tournament later this 
month which, according to Rich-










countries  as England. 
Wales, South Africa. 
Australia
 
and New Zealand. 
A 
"San
 Jose generic team" 
playing at the Monterey Tourna-
ment will he a mix of the 
non -col-
legiate San Jose Seahawks and 
the Spartan... Richards said. 
"This  is a great ending to the 































 men and women 
are 
encouraged











contact  your local
 
CHP office
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 their ways. The last tour 
games 
have
 been errorless and Stra-
han is hoping to 
see that trend con-
tinue. One 
problem,  however, will 
be the so-called
 "home field" 
ad-




 field  ad-
vantage 
because we 
don't  practice 
on this field 
and we've only
 really 
played on it four 
or live times this 
season." Strahan 
said.  "It's San 
Diego's turn to be 
on the road. They 
can 
be fatigued now." 
San 
Diego holds a 6-8 
PCAA
 re-
cord and a 20-17
 overall record, slip-
ping since the loss 
of their
 top 
player. Trish Mang, two weeks ago. 
"We 
have four players with
 bat-
ting averages over 
.300, so it 
was  a 
surprise we had 
a dry spell as a 
team," Strahan  




"We're  confident 
now  and we in-































Gale  Dean ranks seventh 
in the PCAA on the mound with an 






 the last 
four





"We're  hoping 
to fin-
ish 
somewhere  above 
seventh."  




 in the 
first 
game,
 but I 
doubt  
that will 
happen  this 



















hitters who come to 
home
 
plate with a 
presence
 about 
them that absolutely strikes fear in 
the hearts of pitchers. 
It is a feeling that no matter 
what  
trickery the man 
with
 the baseball re-
sorts to, 
they will handle it. It is a 
frightening
 feeling,  especially if you 
happen to 
be the man with the base-
ball. 
Fastball in. Fine. 
Curves
 away. 
Go for it. Give it your best shot, Mr. 
Pitcher. The bottom line is, sooner 
or later, 
you're  going to have to 
throw the ball.
 And when that time 
comes, 
it




had  that aura last 
year. So did George Bell. And ever 
so 
surely,  Darryl Strawberry
 is de-
veloping  it. 
Strawberry started the season with 
a monster home run in 
Montreal  that 
might still be traveling except for the 
roof
 that covers the stadium. 
It was measured at better than 5(X) 
feet and had
 players still talking 
about it 
around
 the batting cage the 
next day. 
He had two more 
homers on the 
New York Mets' 
road trip and then 
punctuated 
opening  day at Shea Sta-
dium Tuesday 
with a rainbow homer
 
that
 lacked the majesty 
of
 the Mon-
treal shot but still
 was impressive. 
"It's just 
another  home run." 
Strawberry 
ho
-hummed after the 
Mets' 
3-0  victory over 
the Expos. 
"It  means we got one run 
and got off 
to a good start. 
That's my job. To 
make things happen." 
The home run came
 on a 3-2 
pitch. Not the one 
usually jumped on 
by a slugger like 
a 2-0 or 3-1. With 
the count 3-2. 
the hatter has to 
pro-




 as a hitter to the point
 where 
he slugs, 
even when he's 
protecting.  
The next 
time  up, he walked
 with 
two 
















Roll  Barbers"  
TUES
 - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, 
SAT 8AM - 4 PM 
318 South 10th Street, 
San  Jose 279-9955 
(Next to Robert's
 Book Store) 
1 




Spring is Here! Time to 
Think About Your Hair! 








off  a design cut & blow 
dry or style. 9 
9 $20 off a perm, natural highlighting, frosting 
and more!
 




























given  the circumstances. 
"I don't
 feel feared at the plate." 
Strawberry
 said. "I feel 
they
 just 
don't want to make
 a mistake against 
me, that they 








 a mistake, then? 
"It was a 




decided.  "He 

















 for his 
homer.. 




There was a 
time when 
Straw-
berry could be had.
 Pitchers took ad-
vantage of his 
aggressiveness at the 
plate and
 he was strikeout bait.
 Now  
he seems less anxious, more
 willing 
to wait for hittable pitches. 
For Strawberry,
 the goals are 
only 
to better last
 year's numbers when
 he 
hit .284
 and stole 36 bases 
to -go with 
39 home runs and 104 runs batted in. 
Better than 39 homers
 and 36 steals.  
would be 40 of 
each, a feat that no 









Mandarin  & 
Szechuan
 Cuisine 
 Box  Lunches
 
 
Lunch  and Dinner 
 Delivery 
 Open Daily, 




Jackson  Street 
294-3303
 or 998-9427 
6 blocks 
North  of Santa Clara St., between 3rd and 
4th  Streets 
 
CRYSTALS-  NATURAL 
EARTH STONES FOR 





Spiritual. and Psychic Reading 
Availcibfe  
SANTA BARBARA - NEW VISION 
L  791 So. 
First  St. / Virginia 
 San Jose,







Spirit    
COME  
WALK






a free gift 
with












 AND TO 
AND
 INTER





















































For more information, call Joyce
 Pickney 












Court Judge of Santa Clara County 
(408) 243-4348 



























 baseball team 
committed
 live errors in 
dropping
 a 









night at Municipal %diem. 
Dan Archibald, 
aside  from one mistake in the










































 what looked to be a 






 to left. 
Up 
stepped
 250 -pound catcher Troy






 over the center field 
fence 
for a 
game -winning two -run homer. 
SJSU 
went 
down quietly in 





first  after he ripped a 
single.
 






Left fielder Greg Banda,









 with a walk and Eric 
Nelson,
 
who  had 
two RBI 
in the 
game,  singled in Banda






Fernando  Viera followed with an-
other 
single,








 from third and moving the runners to second and 
third.  
First baseman 
Jeff  Hetherington followed with a 
fielder's
 choice to second, scoring Nelson. Second base-
man Mark Phillips
 then flied to center ending the inning. 
The Broncos 






 off batter Matt To()1e. 
Jeff
 DiBono 
followed with a short fly to center. Mike Medieros 
sin-
gled to left and went to second on an error by Banda.
 








Anderson erased Medieros at third on the play. 
Mark 
Lewis  then hit a ball to right that 
looked
 like it 
might have gone for a base hit before Bracken made
 an 
excellent 
catch  on the run to rob him of a hit 
and
 end the 
inning. 
The Broncos
 got two  more runs in the third to tie the 
game
 at three. With one 




 third on a double down
 the left -field line hv 
Healy.  Both runners scored when 
Buckley.  who had four 
R B1  
doubled.  
The game remained tied 
until  the fifth when Santa 
Clara took 
a one run lead. 
Givanoia 
singled to right leading 
off the inning 
Miller struck
 out and Healy followed with a single to 
center, advancing
 Givanoia to third. With 
runners
 at the 
corners, 
Buckley
 flied out to center with 
Givanoia  tag-
ging at third. The throw
 from Coan was on the money 
but catcher Dan 
Hewitt couldn't hold onto the ball.
 
With the ball rolling 
around, Healy headed 
for sec-
ond. but Archibald. who was 










 two more 
runs. 
Hewitt  led 
off  the inning



















 a walk, 
pushing 
in
 the tying 
run 
Viera went
 down on 
strikes for 
the second 
out of the 
in-
ning. 
Bracken  was  
then  hit on the












 with a 
ground  ball 
to






the  game in 
the next 
inning.  Buck-
ley walked to 
lead off. 
With  one out. 









 it roll 
under  his glove
 into left 
field.  
Buckley 
chugged  all the
 way to third
























Buckley  and 




 tied until the
 fatal blow 





the loss and his
 record dropped
 to 7-7. 
Larry Donahe 
recieved  the win in 
relief and improved
 his 





 with a 
record
 of 23-23 
Santa Clara's 
record






yesterday  to take 
on the Golden 
Bears. Results
 were not 
available
 at press 
time. They 
take on the 
University  of 
Pacific  this week-
end 


























four -run fifth inning 
alive, then hit a 
two
-run  homer in 
the
 eighth as the 
Red 
Sox  beat 
Milwaukee  6-3 
Wednesday
 for the Brewers'
 fifth 
straight loss. 
Dennis  "Oil Can" 
Boyd, 2-0 in a 
comeback from
 shoulder surgery. 
al-
lowed five hits, struck 





fore Wes Gardner 
relieved with two 
out in the seventh. 
Former Chicago 
Cubs stopper Lee 
Smith  struck out 
the side in the ninth,
 earning his 
fourth save. 
Blanked on three 
hits  through four 
innings by Juan Nieves.
 0-2. the Red 
Sox combined four 
hits,  including 
two in 
the infield, two walks and a 
hit batsman lithe 
decisive fifth in 
- wing - 
- 
Homer's 
sacrifice  fly 
leads Cards over Cubs 
ST.  LOUIS (AP)  
Bob Homer 
hit a bases -loaded
 sacrifice fly to the 
warning 
track  in the 
seventh
 inning 
to give the St. 
Louis  Cardinals a 
4-3 













Homer,  who 
had reached
 base in his 




 went 4 for 4 in 
the  Cardi-
nals'  7-5 victory 
over
 the Cubs Tues-
day night and had received an inten-
tional walk with two outs and a 
runner on 
second  base in the first in-
ning. 
Left fielder Vince 
Coleman  and 
shortstop Ozzie 
Smith  started the in-
ning with singles. 
Cardinals' starter
 Danny Cox, 
1-1, scattered 
eight hits over eight 
innings for 
the victory. Todd Wor-
rell 
got the final two outs in relief of 
Steve Peters 










Bell of the 
Toronto Blue Jays, 
who set 
a major league record 
with three homers on opening 
day,  was named the American 
League Player of the Week for 
the first
 week of the season. 
Bell, 
1987 AL Most Valu-
able Player, batted .455 and 







Daniels of the Cincinnati
 Reds. 
with  a .600 hutting average and 
four 
home runs, was named 
National  League Player of the 
Week for the first week of the 
season. 




 runs and had 12 hits 
in 20 
at -bats




YORK (AP)  Har-
old 
Pressley of the Sacramento
 
Kings.  who tripled his season 
average  by scoring 25.3 points
 
per game, 
was named the 
NBA  
Player of the 
Week
 for the pe-
riod ending Sunday. 
April  10. 
Pressley, a 6 -foot -8 
second -


















 career into 
motion at AMD. We're large enough to challenge
 for worldwide













AM29000,  the world's 




 encourage our people
 to put their talents 
into action. 
Organized  for excellence 




units designed to encourage 





 for your 
best ideas, and it won't take long for your ability to be noticed. 
You'll be making
 








So if you're already 
committed to excellence
 and determined to make
 things happen in your 
career, we 
invite 
you  to explore our 
current
 career or co-op 
opportunities.  We're 
looking
 for graduates 
with  BS, 
MS, or PhD 
degrees
 in fields such 
as Electrical





and  Solid State 
Physics.
 There will also 
be posi-
tions
 available for 
MBA's with 






positions  are 
located













 located near the cultural and natural wonders of 
the San 
Francisco
 Bay Area. In 
addition,
 we maintain





























out  more about how to put 




 check with your Placement




 Micro Devices, 
MS -57, 901 
Thompson
 Place, P.O. Box 
3453, Sunnyvale, CA 
94088. For 
further  details, call TOLL 
FREE  (800) 538-8450 
x 2799, or 
call directly (408) 

















 the fact that SJSU's 
track and field team did not place 
in any events at 
the  Fresno State 
Relays Saturday, 
one Spartan still 
remains
 the Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association  leader. 
Junior
 pole vaulter 
Brian  
Wicks leads the conference with 
a 
hest of 17-6. Wicks' 
best
 jump as 
a Spartan qualifies 








Sophomore David Villalobos is 
currently 
second  in the confer-
ence after his Fresno State Relay 
performance in the high hurdle 




The Spartans 1600-meter 
relay team of 
Tony  Jeffery,  FAI 
Tucker, 
Demetrius Carter and 
Wicks is holding 
second
 place in 
the conference
 in the relay event 
with  a 





mile  relay team 
of Jim Reed,
 
Chris  Becerra, Steve

































































College  and 
is 
slated 















 in the 
100  meters; 









 Cavalier() in 
the hammer 
throw and shot 
put; Caner in 
the 
4(X) meters;
 Becerra and 
Scholz  
in the mile;
 John Kozk and 
Jim 
Reis in 
the high jump; Willie Mc-
Cloud 
in
 the long jump; 
Jeffery in 
the 






 the 5000 
meters;  and 
relay
 teams in 
the 400 






longtime  assistant 
coach 
MALIBU (AP)  Longtime as-
sistant Torn Asbury was hired 
Wednesday as Pepperdine Universi-
ty's head basketball coach, succeed-
ing Jim 
Harrick, who was named the 
head coach
 at UCLA a day earlier. 
Asbury,
 42, was Harrick's top as-
sistant since Harrick became the 
Waves' head coach in 1979. During 
that time. Pepperdine had a 167-97
 
record and played in four NCAA 
Tournaments and two 
National  Invi-
tation Tournaments. 
A fanner team 
captain and All -
Western 
Athletic
 Conference player 
at 
the University of Wyoming 
from  
1964-67. Asbury played one 
season 




before beginning his coaching
 career 
in the Colorado high
 school ranks. 
Before joining the 
Pepperdine 
staff, Asbury 
was an assistant at 
Wyoming 






press  conference Tuesday 
where he was introduced as UCLA's 
coach. Harrick said he had urged 
Pepperdine officials to hire Asbury.  
as his successor at 
the West Coast 
Athletic Conference school. 
Asbury  becomes the sixth head 
coach in Pepperdine history. Re-
cently, he was ranked by Basketball 
Times as one of the 
nation's  top IS 
assistant coaches,  and 
tabbed  by the 
publication to be a 
leading  candidate 
to 
take
 over a major college program 




































1 muuhum Room. II 
am - 2 pm-. 
JAPANESE ANIMATION MITE
 
1 uesda). April 12 
Umunhum Room,
 
$ - 10:30 pm 
FILM NIUE 
Vtednesda, April 13 
Morris Dail) 
Auditorium,




 Sprit 14 
Costanoan Room.












III( RIM FILM 
FE511%  Al 
Tur.cla% through Thursda 







( amera 3 ( inema. 
1030
 am & 2:30 pm 
liar -II -Qua 
Pit, 11:30 am - 1:30 pm 
I unded 
5, 







1.an n ccccc n Department 
 nr tnfittniatittn. 
t all the 5.tan %meths', 
%ludo,






























 Five Days A 
Week
 
 No Weekends 
 
3 to 5 Hours 
Daily 














Opportunity  Employer Male/Female 
Page
 8 



















up his two 
children  than 
try 
ini2 
tor  a 
second  term 
as
 










as just plain ciiiien 
asissood.
 












  who swept 
into
 































ii And tourism  
too 
much of  it. 




 up for miles on 
Highway I. and once a 
motorist does 
get into town,  
maddening
 gridlock 
leaves the driver 
fuming. 





 and a heavy turnout is ex-
pected. said city 
Clerk Jeanne 
Brehmer. 




because his 19 -year
-old 
son
 and I5 -y ear -old 
daughter are in 
their Winans L. 
years,
 and that his 
mayoral duties 
subtracted  too 
much 
from his fatherly 
concerns.  
His  2 -










care  of the
 personal
 
slutt  for a V, 
bile,-  
said the













































decide  they are.'' 
Sadness Without Brains is the re-
sult of the members' curiosity. to cre-
ate 
different  sounds using 
salvage  
materials and computer enhance-
ment. 
Gauen




plans to stay in 
Carmel  
and w ouldn't
 rule out reentry  to 
elec  










































































 just been 
a very 
active 






a lot of 
interest."  said 
Patty 
Bode,  assistant 
city clerk, 
who  estimated 
turnout  at 55 
percent. 
Bono.  53, rose 
to fame as the 
furry.-
 s ested, 
hell -bottomed 
former hippie 





 had predicted 
would win 
the  Best 
Actress
 
Oscar on Monday. 
with 
something
 tied to San Jose. 
"The construction, trying to live 
here. coping  the general 
frustra-












 a free 
concert.  for all those whose 
curiosity. 
is peaked.
 Saturday night at 
8:15
 in 
the SJSt' Music 
Building Concert 
Hall. Wendt said the group will re-
lease a cassette and will continue its 
"tour" performing at night
 clubs. 
"With 
any  luck." Strange said.
 
referring 























and there are 
state 1 uniting options that are being  
explored."








 Atte link, 










lot. It'll be 























this  one outside 
Duncan 
Hall
 after an early
-morning  
rain shower 








 George Deukmejian 
recently
 
urged people to conserve water 
whenever possible. 
In a letter
 to the editor of the Spar-. 
tan Daily, a 
student commented
 that 
water was being 
wasted on campus
 
when  sprinklers were 
flooding one 
Contest 
t rim, page I 
alone,  Black  said. 
Some entries in the naming 
com-
petition have already arrived. 
"We
 
keep them in a 
sealed 
con-
tainer and put dates on them." 
Black  
said. "That way. it two people have 
the same idea, we'll know who got it 
in first." 
Both 
staff and students, except
 
those on 
the judging panel, are eligi-
ble 
to enter, he said. However, 
Black. w ho will be one ot the 
judges.






 for five 
bucks
 
apiece." he said. 
The 
American  Express  




 you shop.  from 
Los  
lAnidon Abether
 mum n. buying hook, 
tickets










you  II w .11,1 





coilegt,  is the  
tir,,  











 to go 
Amencan Express 
Canl 
now - even without a 
credit history So 














 on campus 
1 -801 -THE CARD and













area while leaving another area hone 
dry. 
According to a statement of water 
potential outlook issued by the Na-
tional Weather Service. California is 
looking at a "drought" from a mete-
orological  point
 of view. 












ANGOLA. La. (API - Leslie 
LowentieId was executed in the 
electric 
chair  early Wednesday de-
should
 he reserved for special cases 
where the statistics are extreme, said 
Peter Fe'sell,  forecaster for NWS. 
"There is a dismal water outlook, 
I doubt we could recover," said 




There are an average of three 
rainy days for April and two for May 
that conclude the rainy season. 
Felsch said. 
In the meantime, students
 will 
have a 




forecasters predict cool 
and  
cloudy 
conditions  to continue 
through 
today.
 By Friday, tempera 
lures
 will he 
wanner and student. 
will he able to appreciate the sun. 
nying to 




 four of her
 relatives. 
including  her
 4 -year -old
 daughter,
 
in a jealous 
rage.  
"Don't give up on 
me.  although 
in  life 
will he over 
tonight. be-
cause the one 
responsible







he was led into 
the death chamber













On Tuesday, his lawyer 
lost
 ap-
peals to the Louisiana Supreme 
Court. a federal district judge and 


































( ) c) c) 
9 C) 
Admissions
 and Records will be signing  up 
students for 









(in front of bell). The hours 
for signing 
up will be 8:00 A.M.- 12:00 noon. 
Students  
wanting to sign up will need to 
know their 
class schedule for 






Thursday  , 





















































































































Seminar.  9 a.m.
 
S.U.  Umunhum 
Room.  For informa-
tion 
call 924-6117. 
SJSU Cycling Club: 
Meeting.  7:30 
p.m. 








information  call 
924-5000.  
Career Planning and 
Placement: 
Successful Co-op 
Students  Report 
Back. 2 p.m.
 S.U. Umunhum 
Room. For 
information  call 924-
6033. 
Career  Planning and 
Placement: 
Resume





Room.  For 










 of Lattice Polygons. 4 
p.m. 





nized meeting. 8 p.m. 
S.U. Pacheco 
Room. For information call 225-
5108. 
Psychology Department and Psi 





DMH 339. For information call 924-
5200. 
Gay and Lesbian Alliance:
 Meet-
ing. 4:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden 




Theatre:  Dance Theatre 
'88. Runs through Saturday. 8 
p.m.  
,Call 



















-American  Spring Festival: 
Comedy Show.






Barheque  fundraiser. I I 
a.m.-2 p.m. 




BAHA I Club: Meeting. 6 p.m. 
S.U. 
Montalvo





 Seminar. 1 
p.m. Science Building 258. For 
in-
formation call 924-5600. 
HID 
SJSU Concert Choir: Final Con-
cert. 8:15 p.m. 
St.  Andrew's Epis-
copal Church 
- 13601 Saratoga 
Ave., Saratoga.

























at offordabh prices 
Call Mark Fil-
ice. 
Washington  National 
insur-
ance. 14051  
943.9190  for  no obi'. 
gallon
 quo. 
STUDENT  DENTAL 
OPTICAL  PLAN. 
Enroll 
now!
 Soy. your 
tooth.  eyo 
and money 
too For information 
and brochure see A 





 THE ANSWERS, but 
that's OK We are  
church  com-
munity 
that values tho 
individual  
search tor one' 








 for social action We are 
local. at 160 N 3rd 
St Join us 
Sundays at 1 1 000. call 292-3658 
AUTOMOTIVE 
63 DODGE OMNI. 4spc1 4dr clean, 
asclnt cond low EOK miles, 
orig 
owner. 45 35 MPG hwy city.
 





 GL X light blue, ore 
collont running condition clean 





 HONDA CIVIC 
Rebuilt







 moat sod 
7$ 
CHEVY NOVA" Good condition 
$1200 or 
best
 Milo Call 732-6438 
'76 VW 




5650 bo Call 279-2152. 
must toll, 





good reliable car 5600, 
2669252
 10 




PC-COM PC-COM PC -COW," IB-
M AT XT 
compelled.  and ...-





 Special 6% 
off for SJSU with ID 
HP150 PC er 
2-3 5 OH.. touch 
scream. MS DOS.
 Lotus SJ many 
more $000 50 279-09021v msg 
FOR  SALE 
MATTRESS SETS, NEW, TWIN 585 










 I pair for 
April 22 1986 
Call  Brion at 297. 
1531 
THE

















Blacks  Chicanos Aalan, 
labor 
activists Morlists We also ha.. 
In English, Soviet torts in the &o-
riel
 sclonces You 
won't Ilnd our 
books 
posters 
and records in 
other 
stow  in the valley 
in addi-
tion we have fiction
 and chit. 
dren'a books 
Located  at 950 S 
First
 St , San Jo. (3 blks
 south 
of 















Wed In owning 








Income  when qualified 
Call  Dodd 
ochor  or Dick 






spook in  way 
ther
 helps you to 
...va your 
goals Earn S 
al th. 
same 
Idle E owing 
and weekend 
hours  You 
sign up for 
shins fit-
ting 
your  lime 
Coil

















































work., to din our
 tow Apply M 
2831 












PT employes w fle 
schodulo
 Pap preformed
 but not 
row.. 
Plea.  call 567-2700 
FOREIGN 
STUDENTS  AND 




























 10 BCS 
700 St Marys PI Suite





 0.1 956 
FOREIGN 
STUDENTS  AND SCHOL-
ARS"
 Intl busi.s..
 end Inver@ 
tors seek





 scientific, and 













 Sults 1400, San 
Antonio, Tx. 








dents with minimal spare 
time 
Repro.. the nation's leading 
Tst Prop Compony 
Bo
  Kaplan 
Student Rep, Earn your tuition for 
tho GMAT. LSAT. MCAT
 or the 
GRE  and mom, Call Jessica
 at 








 Line-in nice Sunny. 
Oil.
 apt. Don at 730-1461 
GRAPHIC
 ARTISTS NEEDED for It..
 
lance work Must 
have some . 
cadence  with 
design
 lewd. 
pasts -up etc Call Linda at 964-
E235 
HIRING" Government 









8885. oxt 4250 
LANDSCAPING WRK 2-3 
days oh 
Flex 








 hon  own truck w hitch Call 
P.011415)964-2965  or 225-0581 
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal  
A yds round 
positions available now Salary 
LOeguards.  
55 50-56 4011, Pod 
managers  57




LOOKING FOR LUNCH WAITRESS,' 
Nobu s Japan.* Restaurant,
 4th  
&Jackson Coil 257.5E44 
MODEL SEARCH, All we high fash-
ion TV commorcial print work 
stall 
WI Awn. call 374-4060 
OT. 
PT.  RN or 771$11 
50 hr to help
 dis-
abled
 grad or hoafth core AM's 















 JOBS avail. 
able, Now  fee Call BEST Tem-
porary Sorvkes. 964-1340 for die-
t.. 
Typists.  secretaries 






 SC SVL 
31 32 hrs 
Sun-Thors SPM 
Call Y.: Paull. 263-5911 
PREPARE DIVORCES BANKRUPT-
CIES







 20 hrs Call 297-4776 
PRESCHOOL TEACHERS, PART 
TIME Ids 210PM 
11-F
 ECE is re-
quired. pays 1611, Coll 
2640683  
READER DRIVER, Salary negotlablo 






RED EYE Is looking for assistant man. 
rigors full timo 5 part time in 
our  
local Mores We II wort around 
school schodules but must have 2 
mornings
 
 week opening  avail 
o
bllity.









to PO Box 
S3347.  S J 95153 
SECURITY OFFICERS PROCESS 
SERVERS" FT PT socurity offl. 
cars. oil shifts FT 
PT
 venIng 
process servers Ws will trIn 
Apply In person Mon-FH 
SAM-
4PM 260 Meridian A. S J 29k. 
5060




 to Mart Full borveltto no 
e xporlence
 nO.4.0 Apply VAN 
GUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott 
Blvd hetween 
01cott  1, San To-
mes Santa Clare Cal 727-9793 
SHIPPING  RECEIVING CLERK open-
ing al Varian drags Tube Division
 
%wok. 2 yrs 
ovoids..  in 
Owe ship rec or 
egolv  dos
 
ability told 50 fork lift
 080118. 






















 WIN work 
log 
awing.  and or week.. 
call MITCH 
524.11291.9 PM 
TEACHERS PRESCHCCH Mond. 
day 12-6 PM doily 
Wet  hays ECE 
units. 







Part 5200 WK POSSI-
BLE, DAILY CASH
 Wolaing di. 
lance 
horn campus Ws -noon  
evonlrig shift. avollable Good 
yoke A warthellty 




CERTS.  FUN! Work for Thews
 
Jefferson
 Up to $2011,. aIIm.
 
vv. Crown' S J groat c.o., Call 
Ray al 047-7778 Help rnalre 
his-
tory 
TELEMARKETING  FOR STOCK.
 
















the hours. FREE movies Wesk 
day afternoons 
A eves Century 




 low iends, Earn mrtra 
SS as inventory coon... All pull-
ers, or stock clerks on short torm 
assignments  N DW E Call 00 .1 
Tailor.  Inventory 7440240 Mon.  





 rook:W.1 1.111. 
tie.
 for adolescents
 and you. 
adults with 
autism  II 'Mated 01.a-
bd..








shifts $11-97 25 hr 
Call for well. 
cations informed. 
374-6224  
TUTOR NEEDED, Moth 71 Will pay 






 IMAGE TUBE DIVISION hius 
full tim. openings
 for automated 
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing 
shift. graveyard lk weekend shift 






 electronic or mech. II 
oriontatIon  and US
 citizen 
re-





tads Lawn .rotion and 1e01111.  
lion service Start this Saturday 
Call Green Thumb Lawn 
Ser..  










 to compd.. no pals. 




API TO SUBLET, Largo 1 bdrm 
Victo-
h an
 ocr.. inn 
SJSU Fully 
trnshd 
3-4 ode In sumo., 
5355 rolo  can tor 
FAT  CAT, caN 
571.7478, 
perfect
 for dorm std. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS I bedroom, 1 
both oft str.t porking 
5475  Call 
224.3939 286.8840. licensed 
FEMALE
 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
shar bedroom in 2 bdon th 
Pool laundry now furniture car 
pets nd 
lila $200  per month. 
$100 doposk Move In May 
1 or 




 or Susan 
GREAT DEAL. 
I 




was:  great 
S r.., ml








 bedroom, 2 
both apt row campus w wore 
parking 
5600.10, 275-1945  
NEW  CONDO TO SHARE '!", 2 &Sm. 2 
batic do.. to Son Jose State Fe-
make,
 
$315 mo  les 
oftiftles 
Call 259.9071 
otter  6 PM 
2 BORN apt for rant nr remorse 
1550 mo  security dopoelt Car. 
port. walk to campus. 2794075  
$2004 GETS YOU 
horn
 Mot no gain 








WANTED HAIR removed forever 
Confklontial
 335 S Redwood 
An.,  Son Joee. call 247.7488 for 
appolninlanl
 
FREE CAMERA wIth 
porch...  01 Jos -







BACKACHE??? FREE trMment as 
pert of  roseerch prolied 
11 you 
have had low bock pain for mot*
 
than 6 rnooths and ore 20-55 
wire old. peewee coil Pain. Col. 
logo of 
Chlroproctic-West  at 
(4081  
244-6807, 
extrenlon  401 
BARE
 IT ALL, Stop shoving waxing 
tweezing or using 
chornical  ?NW 
to.* Lel me permanontb 
mode 
your onwarnod h.. (chin. 
hlklnl,
 tummy. moustache etc) 
15% discount to students and lac 









My Cars Gwen Cheigren RE,  
555.3500 
1645 S &worn 0,C 
Holt Today Gone Tomorrow'
 
ELECTROLYSIS?
 Professional HAIR 
rornoval, the sthly
 permanent 
method Ash about Ow wader 
dlocouni
 or
 Swing C....en. 





EYECARf AT SUNRISE EYEWEAll 
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 Medical aro warmly wel-
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911h, call 995-0458 We speak Vie-
Spanfith
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capture your 
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wands and owning* Con Linde 
21145161
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Froe  
proo-
fing disk storage Rossonablo 
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 dependoble  grammar. 
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 paper.
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 typing word pro-
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printing Very compelltive rates 
Student.
 receive  
discount  with 
ID At..
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CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid thre rush' 
Reser,et  
now for your term pa 
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P
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hoe dish storage 
Quick  return, all 
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scription 
available  Alnladen. 
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 they're astonished that 
former
 White 




 to President Reagan. and at least
 one wants to 
know
 why Reagan did nothing about
 it. 
'The  thing that bothers me is 
not  so much that Larry 
Speakes
 did it, hut that a president 
would let him get 
away with it." said George 








 has to be a presidential 
quote:
 
if not,  





 secretary to President Nixon. 
think it's inexcusable
 to put quotes in the mouth of 
the 
president that he didn't say."
 said Ron Nessen. ['res-
ident Ford's second press secretary.
 
The current presidential 
spokesman.  Marlin Fitzwa-
ter. said Tuesday the




 he shouldn't have 
done it, and 
why I won't
 do it." 
He said the president
 cc as upset to learn of Speakes' 
admission
 and "does not approce of making up 
statements
 or of misleading in any 
cs " 
Speakes. howecer. said in an inters kw Tuesday that 
he told
 the president at the time what he had done and 
Reagan 
"never








his  hook 
'Speaking 
Out.''
 In it. he says
 he attributed 
words spo-
ken by Secretary
 of State George 
P. Shultz to the 
presi-
dent on one
 occasion. On 
another,  he says, he 
credited  
the president 
with remarks that he and
 an aide made up. 
Reedy. 
now Nieman 




University  in 
Milwaukee,
 said in a 
telephone  in-
terview.
 "It bothers me 
very much that the 
president  
would allow somebody
 to come through
 and put words 
in his mouth." 
Reedy said the misattributed
 Shultz remarks, which 
followed
 the shooting down of a Korean Air Lines pas-
senger plane in 1983. and
 the made-up quotations, attrib-
uted to Reagan at 
the  Geneva summit in 1985. "are 
fairly harmless,  
hut  that's not the point." 
"Suppose
 those words got the United States em-
broiled in some 
real crisis of some sort," he 
said. "It's 
one thing if the 
president  makes a mistake and 
gets  the 
nation in a 
crisis,  but to have  a statement drawn 
up by a 
technician with the
 president's name 
stamped
 on it to get 
us into a 
crisis  is too much." 
Ziegler
 said. [-.s 

















 must be a 
presidential 
quote and 




Gerald ter Horst, 
who  preceded 
Nessen  as Ford's 
press 
secretary. said,











being asked to 
decide 
F  page I 
place they 
may  work. What are the 
ramifications
 of my job and the 
product. whatever
 it might he. of the 
place I am 

































fornia State student representative 
from Humboldt State. claims the 
message 
the  














 The general 
public 
feels  that 
we are only concerned 
with
 making 
a  buck.  
Webber said 
"les a per-





and change a miscimcept
 
According
 to Webber, the student 
response 
at Humboldt State has been 
great So 




at the recent 
('SSA meeting in 
Dom-
inguez Hills to 




..ses and get student re-
sponses.  
SJSU's 
response  has not 















like  this is 
just




 about the 
social  
implications
 of any place 
they may 
work.'  
 Michael McLennan, 
A.S. president 
signcd itic icsolution
 she !night not 
billow  
through  on what
 
the 




about the environmental impact of 
any joh they 
take. hut I also realize 
that these 
same people want a good 
job. I 
don't think I 
would  sign 
it be-
cause  I wouldn't adhere to 
the exact 
letter of it." Murphy said. 
Civil engineering major Greg 
Daiker agrees. 








tally. some of the things
 we build 
would not 
agree with everybody. so 
I wouldn't sign it. 
he said. 
William 
Kerby,  a graduating se-
nior majoring in civil 
engineering  
and an employee 
of a local defense 

























the  Trident 
Missile  Base.
 
The idea has not been formally in-
troduced to the students at SJSU. 
McLennan is working with the A.S. 
to solicit a response from the admin-
istration and the student body before 
pushing ahead with the idea. 
Chances are the response will not he 




 State, is 






salaries  is often
 over-
whelming 











binding and signing it is a personal 
and not a public act. it will be hard to 
tell what kind of impact the resolu-
tion may have if 
introduced.
 
The issue must he decided within 
each








 IRA'. ( 
15C0  (API
  A 
fistfighi  between two firefighters 
that reportedly began in a 
dispute 
oser !decision viewing is 
under in-
vestigation and a 
union  
spokesman  
said the altercation 
may base been 
racially 
mot is ated 
"The firefighter
 v.ho initiated the 
fight
 has
 said he would shun black 
firefighters and 







 president of the San 
Francisco
 Black Firefighters Union. 
"We're 

















































































































































before  I I a.m. 









"It looks like it was a mutual 
combat  situation." said Sgt. 
Roger 
I.iljedah.
 whose Potrero Station 
in-
sestigated  the scuffle.
 Neither man 
wanted
 to file a criminal complaint, 
he said. 
Fire Chief 
Michael  Farrell said 
Wednesday






said he had no 






















Fairing is the shell 
that is attached to 
the bicycle frame and 
surrounds  the 
rider. Although recumbent 
bicycles 
(bicycles that seat the rider in 
a re-
clined




conventional  bikes, the fairing 
makes






"(Yoshida)  did an exceptional job 
with his performance
 on the bike," 
Sawyer 
said.  
"I think we did 
very well." said 
Donald Myronuk, the HPV team's 
faculty adviser and a professor 
in the 
ME department. "The people who 
beat us had been 
practicing  and 
training six months before the com-
petition," he said.
 





Myronuk. Li and Sawyer provided 
the unofficial results. 
Yoshida took between fifth and 
seventh place in the 20 -mile road 
race and seventh in the sprint. 












In the road race Yoshida crashed 
during the first  lap. Because he was 
encased in the fairing he was 
unable 




assisted him,  they accidentally 
bent 







In the sprint. 
the  top 10 were 
within




 said the coarseness of 
the sprint 
track .and the warm 
weather
 could have slowed the riders 
down.
 
In the women's 10 -mile road race. 
Angie Niles. an SJSU graduate stu-
dent in physics. took first. 
"Niles
 got way
 out in 
front  in 
the 
beginning
 . . . and won it. by a 
lot," Li said. 
Although Niles' time in the sprint 











 page I 
One benefit is meeting in-
fluential people. Rotaract is an 
arm of Rotary Clubs, a commu-
nity 
service organization whose 
members
 join by invitation 
only. Rotary Club members are 
"the top of their field." West-
enskow said. 
"Meeting
 those people can 
help you 
















 of a 
































































Speisorships are still avail-
able through any 
Rotaract  
member. Those interested may 
















Committee  Wednes 
day flatly rejected 
a bill that would 




 day,  despite 
assur 
ances that such systems 
had  not lead 
to 
widespread  fraud in 
other states. 






charged  before the 
measure  went 
down to 












Ellis,  R -San 
Diego. 
The 














 on the 
day of a 
gene!,  
statewide election. 




 at least 28 days
 before an 
election  to cast
 ballots. 
still set 




 with a 200 
meter
 run-through sprint
 race. Niles 
traveled at 






 about 43 mph. 
The  
winning
 speed for the day 
was ap-
proximately 45 mph. Last 




vada.  Niles 
went
 47 mph. 
University 
of
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and the front wheel
 hub (which uses -
Kingpin











not necessarily the best 
engineered 
machine  at the race. but 
had "the most unique design." 
This  
August  
the 
students  
will 
be
 
involved
 
in
 an 
IHPVA
 
competition
 
in 
Southern
 
California.
 
There.
 
Li
 
said,  
they
 hope
 to 
improve  
Niles' 
re-
cord 
. 
IMEUSF
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